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Abstract key words
small particles as second thermal contact
– settings: atom chips, ion traps
– goal: reduce thermal contact (already weak ...)
lower magnetic noise
– metal strips (biomagnetism expts)
– work on alloys (Ron) and semiconductors (Harald)
– outline numerical method
quantum friction: “elementary processes”
– also: e-ifm and path decoherence
(Scheel & Buhmann, Phys Rev A 2012)
– low-v behaviour
– local thermal equilibrium: is it valid? what does it mean?
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Understanding and reducing . . .

“Curved skyscraper melts cars, starts fires with heat of Sun”
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Understanding and reducing . . .
• Basic mechanisms:
emission T1 & absorption T2
frequency spectra

dilute one medium

→ elementary emitter / absorber

T2

d

F~v

0←

T

v

T1

driven by temperature difference

by relative motion: friction
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Understanding heat transfer with small probes

electric noise (trapped ultracold ions)
Brownnutt & Blatt group (arXiv 2014)

Varpula & Poutanen (J Appl Phys 1984)

magnetic noise spectrum

Rytov theory

1/d4 slope – ‘patch charges’, ‘adsorbates’ ?
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Noise reduction strategies

What for?
• biomagnetic imaging (improve S/N)
• long-lived microtraps (‘atom chips’, ‘ion chips’) ← IANV ‘Hybrid systems’ project
• ion-based quantum computing (Blatt/Innsbruck, Wineland/NIST)
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Noise reduction strategies
Example: magnetic noise
TABLE II. Thermal noise measured from a 32325 cm2 aluminum foil
~t512 mm! sliced into electrically isolated strips of the width D ~cm!. Measured noise levels B mn,z are given in fT/AHz, and B ref
n,z is the measured value
of the unsliced foil. Gradiometer location was either at the center of the strip
~uou! or above a cut ~o” !.
D

Location

B mn,z

B mn,z /B ref
n,z

32
16
8
8
4
4
2
1

uou
o”
uou
o”
uou
o”
uou, o”
uou, o”

13.7
6.8
12.3
6.4
8.9
6.3
4.7
2.7

1.00
0.49
0.90
0.47
0.64
0.46
0.34
0.20

instrumental noise of a first-order axial dc-SQUID
81 mm, pickup coil diameter 38 mm! inside the Othielded room. Ten NRC2-superinsulation layers were
The noise spectrum of the same system, when the
patches.&c!Katila,
Mea- ‘Thermal noise in biomagnetic measurements’ (Rev Sci Instr 1996) 2
were constructed 131
cm2 isolated
Nenonen,
Montonen
from 13.7 fT/AHz ~unsliced foil! to 2.7 fT/AHz ~1325 cm
ental noise when the gradiometer was mounted inside
ld.
strips!.

about 1.9 fT/AHz, we obtain an estimate of
he instrumental noise, which agrees well
result of Fig. 8~a!.
inum foils, our Dewar contains a vapor-

We also tested the influence of striping when a 12 m m
thick aluminum foil ~32325 cm2 ) was wrapped around the
measurement Dewar. The measured noise in the case of a
continuous foil was 13.0 fT/AHz. After slicing the foil into
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2, 4, and 32 strips, the measured noise was reduced, corre-

Noise reduction strategies
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The conclusion here is that although electrically
anisotropic materials are promising candidates for reducing the coupling of noise to the atoms, their advantages
are limited to moderate current densities. This should not
pose overly stringent restrictions on possible applications,
as at small atom-surface distances the required currents
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Proposal for atom traps
– cooling
– alloys
– anisotropic conductors

d et al.: Magnetic interactions of cold atoms with anisotropic conductors
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Noise reduction: semiconductors
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Fig. 2. (a) Spin flip (loss) rate near a conducting halfspace described by the nonlocal Boltzmann-Mermin conductivity (8)−(11). The local description (Drude conductivity (12))
and the asymptotic expressions of equation (6) (dashed) are
shown for comparison. The length scales Λ = vF /ωp , ℓ = vF /γ,
and δ (Eq. (7)) illustrate the Thomas-Fermi screening length,
the mean free path, and the skin depth. The parameters are
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‘Full’ numerics
084907-2

J. Appl. Phys. 102, 084907 #2007$

B. Zhang and C. Henkel

Equilibrium near field correlations

trum and discuss the accuracy of the surface impedance approximation. Section IV is devoted to our numerical scheme
B
0
and to the results for single and multiple objects
of rectanij
j
ω
gular shape.

hBi (r0 , t0 )B (r, t)i ≈

2k T
Im G (r , r; ω)
ω

– radiation of magnetic
dipole µ NOISE
II. MAGNETIC NEAR-FIELD
A. Local
noise power
– object
surface:
boundary
conditions
B. Zhang and
C. Henkel

The fluctuations of the thermal magnetic field B!r , t" are
characterized by their local power spectral density !the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function",
Bij!r; !" =

#

d"ei!"$Bi!r,t"B j!r,t + ""%.

J. Appl. Phys. 102, 084907 !2007"

FIG. 1. Sketch of the considered geometry: !left" current fluctuations in a
microstructure generate magnetic field fluctuations B!r!" at a position r!
outside it. !right" The magnetic noise spectrum is calculated from the magnetic field radiated by a point magnetic dipole ! located at r!. D and D!:
domains where the conductivity )!r ; !" is nonzero or zero, respectively.

!1"
benefit of this formula is that it holds also for the full correlation tensor and even near material objects that absorb the
field or generate thermal radiation. Generalizations to the
nonequilibrium case exist !fields produced by a “hot object”
surrounded by a “cold” environment",19,20,35,36 but are not
needed for our purposes !see the remarks in Sec. V". We also
note that the temperature-dependent prefactor in Eq. !3" reduces to 2kBT / ! for T + 0.1 K. In this limit, the order of
field operators in the correlation function Eq. !1" becomes
irrelevant. !The order we have adopted yields the rate of a
magnetic dipole transition i → f with energy difference E f
− Ei = *!."

Higher moments are not needed for our purposes, and the
average field !at frequency !" vanishes as is typical for thermal radiation. We assume the field to be statistically stationary so that the spectrum Eq. !1" does not depend on t. The
diagonal tensor components Bii!r ; !" give the spectrum for a
given Cartesian component Bi!r" or polarization direction.
Previous work has shown a strong dependence on the position r near a metallic microstructure, power laws being the
typical behavior in the frequency range where the wavelength # = 2$c / ! is much larger than the typical distances.
For the temperature dependence, see Eq. !3" below. Our parameters of interest are: normal metallic conductors with
temperatures above a few Kelvin, r in the micron range and
B. Magnetic dipole radiation
# of the order of centimeters or larger !! / 2$ % 10 GHz".
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In the limit r → r! this field becomes the singular “self-field”
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Understanding fundamentals: friction forces

F~v

excitations (photons . . . ) leave the system
& energy conservation
– internal energy (“heat”)
– open boundaries

friction force vs power:

0←

T

delay between particle
and image dipole (surface charge)
• lateral force
zero friction above perfect conductor

F(v) · v + P (v) = 0

F~v
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matter excitations
(electron-hole pairs ...)
carrier scattering

e.m. excitations
(plasmon-polaritons)
macroscopic QED
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macroscopic objects
moving boundaries
scalar fields
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Barton’s minimal quantum field theory
Barton (New J Phys 12 (2010) 113045)

Atomic levels |gi, |xi, |yi, |zi, EA = 0, h̄Ω
| {z }
|~η i or |ei
one-‘photon’ states |κi = |k, ωi
electric potential
Z
φ(~r(t)) = dκ φκ eik·r(t) e−kz aκ e−iωt + h.c.

g Κ1 Κ2
eΚ
gΚ

spectral density of surface plasmon polaritons

e vac

spectral density

Barton (1970s ... New J Phys 2010)

g vac
ω / Ωp
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Relevant time scales

−∞ . . .
couple field + atom at rest
...
acceleration time τ = “launch”

Barton: τ = 0 ‘instantaneous’

surface response 1/ωS , 1/Γ = “image delay”
...
atomic lifetime 1/γe = “resonant decay”
...

quasi-stationary state
spontaneous excitation 1/γg = “Cherenkov process”

One-photon Cherenkov process
dressed ground state (incl Lamb shift)
|Gi ≈ e−iδEg t |g vaci +
Doppler shifted resonance k ≥

Ω+ω
v

Z

dκ

heκ|V |g vaci
|eκi + . . .
Ω + ω − kv − i0

lifetime exponentially long
γg = −2 Im δEg ∝ exp[−(Ω + ωS )z/v]
1

Γg Γe
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x z
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vWz
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excitation g → e with 2 = 1 +h̄Ω
“for free” since Ω + ω 0 = 0

Barton’s
transient = excitation after launch
Barton’s transient = excitation after launch
vHtL

excitation probability
• virtual (“dressed |gi”) + real excitation (“bare |ei”)

v!t"

• virtual (“dressed |gi”) + real excitation
Z
(1)
(3)
pe (t) = d |c1 (t) + c1 (t)|2 → pe (real)

pe HtL

pe !t"

-1

0

1

2

3

t

three launches: “kick-start” vs “smooth”
!1

0

1

2

3

t

for τ  t  1/γe

excitation ∝ v 2 f (τ ) acceleration spectrum

Barton & Calogeracos (J Phys A 2008)
Passante & co-w (Phys Lett A 1983...)

spontaneous decay relevant for
power balance
Psp ∼ −h̄(Ω + ωS )pe (real)γe
∝ −v 2
• compensates linear friction 6= Barton 2010

Review of Barton’s Results
Two-photon power g → g + hν1 + hν2
not the standard theory
Z
d
P2 =
dκ1 dκ2 h̄(ω1 + ω2 ) |c2 (t)|2
dt
= (PA ∝ v 4 ) + (PB ∝ v 2 )

Scheel & Buhmann (Phys Rev A 2009)

process ‘A’: resonance condition 0 = ω1 − k1 · v + ω2 − k2 · v = ω10 + ω20
process ‘B’: Ω = ω1 − k1 · v resonant decay

g Κ1 Κ2
eΚ
gΚ

One-photon + excitation power
g → e + hν
Z
d
P1 = dκ h̄(Ω+ω) |c1 (t)|2 ∝ −v 2
dt
total power P1 + P2 ∝ v 4

e vac
g vac

friction force F ∝ v 3
6= Barton 2010

Summary & Perspectives
Understanding heat transfer
• (meta)material properties: µ, ε(ω), σ(k, ω) . . .
• geometry: far/near field, shadows, diffraction . . .
• (local) temperature: e.m. sources, field correlations, local equilibrium (or not)
• un-known sources: fluctuating adsorbates
Safavi-Naini & al (Phys Rev A 2011)
un-known driven (non-eq) state: ground/excited atom, relevant time scales
Reducing heat transfer
• applications:
small, ultracold, trapped particles

← ‘IANV hybrids’

• reduce emission = reduce absorption
• (meta)material design: strips, conductivity, temperature
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